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Overview
This supplementary material first provides extended background on the radical animal liberation movement (RALM) and the No Compromise (NC) ’zine. We then outline the preprocessing
steps used to format our NC texts for topic modeling, before proceeding to present a set of example documents for each of our primary structural topic model (STM) topics. We next discuss a
series of STM results obtained when using topic numbers of 5 and 15, as opposed to 10. We then
report model fit statistics to support our choice of the 10 topic STM over these 5 or 15 topic STMs.
Following this, we consider a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, and corresponding set of
model fit results, that together provide additional evidence for (i) the robustness of our primary
10-topic STM results and (ii) our choice of 10 topics as a representative number of topics for our
NC corpus. We then discuss an additional plot of topical variation across our entire corpus. This is
followed by a section that re-estimates our 10-topic STM for the 2005-2006 period only. Finally,
we present a comparative analysis of a separate clandestine social movement corpus: that of the
Michigan Militia Corps, as referenced in the conclusion of our main paper.

Background on the RALM and NC
The RALM’s origins can be traced to the rise in radical environmental activism within Europe
and North America during the 1960s and 1970s. The ALF, which is perhaps the most prominent
RALM group, arose in Britain in the late 1970s out of the Hunt Saboteurs Association and its
RALM offshoot, the Band of Mercy. Shortly thereafter, several US-based direct actions1 against
animal abuse were attributed to the ALF, and the frequency of ALF and related RALM direct
actions in the US—then steadily increased throughout the 1980s and 1990s (Carson et al. 2012).
Several isolated incidents (or threats) of violence against humans by RALM activists occurred during this period in the US or Canada as well (Taylor 2013, pg. 302-304, 314). SHAC followed a
similar trajectory beginning with its UK-based formation in 1999 to protest the European-based
1 I.e.,

non-mediated activities against the state that are undertaken for the purposes of social change (Sparrow
1997), where for the ALF, direct action is taken “in the form of rescuing animals and causing financial loss to animal
exploiters, usually through the damage and destruction of property” (ALF Nd).
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animal-testing laboratory known as Huntingdon Life Sciences (HLS). SHAC then undertook increasing controversial direct actions (targeting both people and properties) in the US beginning in
2001-2002, in response to HLS’s relocation to New Jersey (Carson et al. 2012, pg. 298-299).
With regards to ideology and tactics, RALM groups commonly acknowledge that their actions
may be illegal, but characterize themselves as explicitly non-violent, with short-term goals in the
case of ALF noted as “saving as many animals as possible and directly disrupting the practice of
animal abuse” and long-term goals stated as ending “all animal suffering by forcing animal abuse
companies out of business” (ALF Nd). Other prominent RALM groups express similar aims (e.g.,
SHAC Nd). Ideologically, these overarching RALM goals can be seen as distinct from those of
radical environmentalists more generally—whose agendas rest more at the ecosystem and specieslevels—leading some to argue that “profound ideological differences remain between radical environmentalists and animal liberationists” (Taylor 2013, pg. 315). However, others have noted
similarities in organizational structure,2 orientation, and tactics among radical environmentalist
and RALM groups (Pellow 2014, Carson et al. 2012, pg. 298); or have emphasized the shared
ideological causes among (i) the North American RALM and (ii) non-environmental leftist and
progressive activists (Pellow 2014, Johnston & Johnston 2017). The North American RALM is
similarly diverse in its purported targets, which can range from actors engaged in the fur or racing
industries, the food industry, big game hunting, genetics, white supremacy, and/or animal research
(Carson et al. 2012, Taylor 2013, Braddock 2015).
Given these existing disagreements and ambiguities regarding the identity, tactics, and orientation of the North American RALM, we follow the same logic as Johnston & Johnston (2017) in
seeking to let the RALM’s own publications “speak for themselves.” However, to do so, we focus
on a distinct corpus from Johnston & Johnston (2017) in our consideration of the “No Compromise” (NC) print publication, and a distinct method: automated content analysis. This technique
allows us to "learn" the discussed topics from the NC itself, without making any a priori categorizations for coding or related subjective coding decisions. NC was a radical animal rights publication
2 Most

notably the clandestine, nonhierarchical organization of RALM and related radical environmental groups
(Monaghan 1997, Carson et al. 2012, pg. 299).
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(i.e., ’zine) that ran from 1996-2006. It lasted 30 issues in total. NC originally billed itself as
“The Militant, Direct Action Newsletter of Grassroots Animal Liberationists” (No Comp 1996a,
pg. 1), but later append the phrase: “& Their Supporters” (No Comp 1996b, pg. 2) to this description. Editorially, NC described its publication process as “a cooperative effort between numerous
grassroots organizations that is compiled and published by the Animal Liberation League” (No
Comp 1997, pg. 2). NC was described by individuals involved in the RALM at the time as “the
most important animal rights publication of the 1990s” (The Talon Conspiracy 04/01/2011a), “the
must read publication for animal rights militants,” (The Talon Conspiracy 04/01/2011a), and “essential reading for those who wish to understand the recent history of our movement” (The Talon
Conspiracy 02/17/2013).
Those familiar with NC further note that its first appearance in 1996 corresponded to “the
return of the militant grassroots after they had been destroyed by grand juries, arrests, and movement paranoia in the late 80s and early 90s” (The Talon Conspiracy 04/01/2011a). Thereafter,
the production and distribution of NC initially saw substantial turbulence (The Talon Conspiracy
08/23/2011b), including one NC editor resigning in 1997/1998 after rejecting tactics of violence
and direct action altogether (The Talon Conspiracy 10/20/2011c). Though NC would overcome
these challenges to see its productivity increase (The Talon Conspiracy 11/15/2011d), activists
noted that 2001 brought about marked (tactical) changes in the RALM and NC publication itself
due both to SHAC’s arrival in the US and to a number of high profile RALM prisoner-cases; including the death of one activist in prison by hunger strike and the imprisonment of another to a
23-year term (The Talon Conspiracy 10/23/2012). In 2006, with the North American RALM facing pressure from outside and in—including US convictions of the SHAC 73 and movement and/or
publication difficulties arising within other radical environmentalist publications (e.g., Bite Back
and the Earth First! Journal)—the NC steering committee opted to halt publication (The Talon
Conspiracy 10/23/2012). The formal cessation of NC’s print publication fixed the NC’s lifespan to
30 issues.
3A

group of activists operating the SHAC website who prosecuted under the US Animal Enterprise Protection

Act.
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With the natural break-point of NC’s termination of publication at issue 30, we limit our analysis to NC’s 30 issues, and thus to the 1996-2006 period. In the main paper and below, we characterize our findings from this corpus as corresponding to the “North American” RALM, due to
(i) NC’s North American publication and circulation and (ii) our earlier points regarding the NC
referring to itself as the newsletter of grassroots animal liberationists and their supporters. That being said, it is important to note that the contents of the NC ’zine—and the conclusions drawn from
our identified topics and topical changes—are likely shaped by factors independent of the North
American RALM agenda itself. Such additional drivers can include pressures from magazine editors to produce new, relevant and diverse material to avoid its readership becoming disinterested
and defecting to competitors (Atkin 1995, Attaway-Fink 2004, König 2006), as well as broader
incentives to produce ‘private serving’ magazine content that is oriented towards attracting new
readers and revenue (Jenkins 2016). Hence—while we believe that our (i) validations of topical changes against external events and (ii) reliable forecasting of external RALM direct action
events using our issue-level topical content together indicate that our approach is indeed capturing
changes in the North American RALM’s actual agenda—we acknowledge that our topical findings
are also influenced by additional editorial incentives.

Rationale for Automated Text Analysis
This section expands on our rationale for the use of automated text analysis—and unsupervised
topic models, specifically—for the study of radical groups and movements. Altogether, we believe
that there are at leat four benefits to the use of automated text analysis in this context.
First, our unsupervised text analysis framework is beneficial in that it does not require that
the researcher establish a set of a priori coding categories for the analysis of a text corpus. This
is valuable for the study of radical groups because it guards against researchers’ own subjective
expectations of which themes or categories of discourse may arise for any particular group, movement, or text corpus. As such, unsupervised text analysis not only helps to avoid the overstatement
of empirically negligible discursive themes within a text coding project, but also helps to ensure
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that previously unanticipated discursive themes will arise (when present) during coding. Our study
of the Michigan Militia Corps in the final portion of this Supplemental Appendix illustrates the
later point, in finding that the top ten topics discussed by this group includes an environmental
topic that has not garnered extensive attention in past Michigan Militia research. These points
notwithstanding, it is important to emphasize that this feature does not eliminate subjectivity from
one’s text analyses altogether, as the post-estimation assessment of topics is an inherently interpretivist endeavor (Nielsen 2019). Hence, extensive validation of any unsupervised text output is
paramount (Quinn et al. 2010, Grimmer & Stewart 2013).
Second, and more generally, automated text analysis methods are superior to human text analysis approaches for the management of very large amounts of text from both a time and cost perspective. This point is well established King & Lowe (2003), Quinn et al. (2010), Hanna (2013),
Beieler et al. (2016). While, arguably, our particular applications may be small enough to ensure
that human coding is feasible, this is not always the case for similar text analysis and text coding
projects (e.g., Zhou et al. 2006, Bail 2016, Hanna 2017). Third, and no matter the size of one’s
corpus, a unique benefit to automated text analysis methods is that such methods typically ensure
complete replicability in text codings and measurements. This not only ensures that past coding
decisions (and errors) can be readily identified and improved upon by future research, but also
helps to address human-coding challenges related to poor inter-coder reliability and coder fatigue
in the face of repetitive coding tasks (Schrodt 2012).
A final unique benefit of automated coding for the study of radical groups and movements,
specifically, relates to the content produced by these actors. Oftentimes, radical groups’ selfproduced texts are intended to radicalize readers, and to radicalize young readers in particular
(Carrier 1990, Chau & xu 2007, Davies et al. 2015, Connelly et al. 2016). Many accounts in these
texts include content which some may find shocking and/or traumatizing due graphic depictions of
harm or mistreatment to animals or people. Though not necessarily the case for our RALM corpus,
accounts in some radical group texts may intentionally espouse racist, xenophobic, or otherwise
discriminatory sentiments. Still other passages in such texts can outline very detailed instructions
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for the pursuit of illegal acts and political violence, including the construction of incendiary devices
for such activities. Exposing any human coder to extensive amounts of this type of material may
pose emotional, psychological, and social risks (L.Smith & Donnerstein 1998, Mushtaq et al. 2011,
Bushman 2016). These risks may be especially acute for the undergraduate or graduate student
coders that are often assigned a text analysis project’s actual human coding tasks. While there
are certainly steps that any researcher can take to limit these risks of harm,4 automated methods
address these risks directly in removing any need for human coders to digest large amounts of
potentially problematic text content.

Preprocessing
This section describes the steps and decisions taken when preprocessing our OCR’d versions of
NC 30 issues for topic modeling analysis. Our first task in this regard was to establish the length of
an optimal document (i.e., the unit of analysis) for our anticipated text analysis methods. Potential
document-lengths for our corpus include each individual NC issue, each individual page of text
within our NC sample, individual sentences or paragraphs, or each individual story-entry. Extant
social science research has applied similar topic models to those used below to documents ranging
in size from entire books (Blaydes et al. 2018) to individual tweets (Barberá et al. 2014). Others
have used more arbitrary text-breaks to define documents such as page-breaks, sentences, multisentence sequences, or paragraphs to denote documents (Brown 2012, Chen et al. 2013, Almquist
& Bagozzi 2016, 2019).
For our documents, we were limited by the OCR’d nature of the original source text. The
PDF image file format of the original downloaded NC issues required that we OCR these files at
the page-level, sacrificing much of the text formatting on the individual pages themselves, especially given the highly variable (e.g., multi-column, multi-box) text presentation on most pages.
In light of this, we determined that the most objective and consistent approach to dividing the
4 Such

as the incorporation of a prophylactic article or corrective information (Thornton & Wahl 1996) into the
human coding process, or removing the most problematic content from the textual content that is made available to
the human coder prior to coding.
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NC corpus into text documents of comparable length is the use of individual pages as documents,
as opposed to sentences or full issues—which would provide too little content per document, or
too few documents for automated text analysis, respectively. This choice of individual pages as
our documents of interest has extensive precedent within the automated content analysis literature
(Mimno & McCallum 2007, McAlister et al. 2014, Rusiñol et al. 2014).
We next processed each page-length document’s text to remove all punctuation, numbers, stopwords, and sparse terms. Following this, we converted all remaining words to lower-case and
stemmed each word to its base root. Each of the preprocessing steps described above are standard preprocessing steps for our intended topic model techniques (Roberts et al. 2014, Almquist &
Bagozzi 2019). We then also removed (i) all instances of the bi-gram “no compromise,” given that
it is the title of the publication of interest and appears frequently across our corpus, and (ii) several
additional problematic character strings that are prone to arise within OCR’d text, namely floating
letters (e.g., “t,” “s”). As mentioned previously, these preprocessing steps altogether generated
a text corpus with 1,020 unique (page-length) documents and 16,949 unique word-stems, which
were then paired with a counter variable corresponding to a document’s issue of publication.

9

Example Documents
Recall that our primary STM considered page-length entries from each issue of NC as our
primary documents of interest. This primary STM then estimated a set of ten overarching topics
for our page-level NC document corpus. We then labeled and interpreted each topic based upon
the associated top FREX words for each estimated topic, and a close reading of each topic’s most
highly associated documents. To illustrate the correspondence between the latter outputs and our
final topic interpretations, this section reports an example of one highly associated page-length
document for each of our ten topics.
We selected these representative documents from the top 10 (and often top 1) most highly
associated document for each of our ten topics, based upon our final STM’s posterior probabilities
of topical association. Each ensuing page presents the selected page-length document in original
form, in an order that matches the numbering of our final estimated topics. For reference, the
subsequent pages present the following pages from our NC corpus:
• Topic 1: Hunting. NC Issue 27, Page 11.
• Topic 2: Ecotage Accounts. NC Issue 16, Page 22.
• Topic 3: (Non)Violent Resistance. NC Issue 23, Page 18.
• Topic 4: Ecotage Instructions. NC Issue 13, Page 22.
• Topic 5: Prisoner Support. NC Issue 2, Page 23.
• Topic 6: Public Protest. NC Issue 12, Page 30.
• Topic 7: Membership Drive. NC Issue 23, Page 33.
• Topic 8: Movement Identity. NC Issue 8, Page 11.
• Topic 9: Animal Research. NC Issue 17, Page 4.
• Topic 10: Legal Troubles. NC Issue 28, Page 11.
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Regression Table: Ln Direction Action Events
Table A.1: Bivariate OLS Regressions of Ln Direct Action Events
(1)
Hunting

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

13.034∗∗∗
(3.787)

Ecotage Accounts

−11.382∗∗∗
(2.942)

(Non)Violent Resistance

−2.255
(3.137)

Ecotage Instructions

3.686∗∗
(1.648)

Prisoner Support

6.414∗∗
(2.453)

Public Protest

−9.080∗∗
(3.600)

Membership Drive

−12.445∗∗∗
(3.150)

Movement Identity

21

Animal Research

1.803
(3.316)

Legal Troubles
Constant

3.950∗∗∗
(0.307)

2.253∗∗∗
(0.384)

4.748∗∗∗
(0.355)

Observations
MSE
R2
Adjusted R2

29
0.699
0.107
0.074

29
0.544
0.305
0.279

29
0.504
0.357
0.333

Note:

(10)

−6.355∗
(3.537)

3.742∗∗∗
(0.401)
29
0.768
0.019
-0.018

3.141∗∗∗
(0.218)

2.787∗∗∗
(0.306)

4.523∗∗∗
(0.441)

4.661∗∗∗
(0.328)

29
0.661
0.156
0.125

29
0.625
0.202
0.172

29
0.634
0.191
0.161

29
0.496
0.366
0.343

3.324∗∗∗
(0.333)
29
0.774
0.011
-0.026

0.892
(3.029)
3.384∗∗∗
(0.369)
29
0.78
0.003
-0.034

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

STM Topic Number Comparisons
Our primary analysis employed a 10-topic STM. As discussed earlier, our choice of a 10-topic
STM was largely shaped by similar analyses of social and political text, and by recommendations
offered by the developers of the STM itself. However, also recall that the topic number assigned
for any given STM is up to the research, and thus entails a degree of subjectivity within one’s
topic modeling analysis. Because of this, and given that there is often no single correct choice of
topic number for any given STM application, this section follows a similar approach to that used
by Bagozzi & Berliner (2018) so as to evaluate the robustness—and defensibility—of our primary
choice of ten topics as being most representative of the 30-issue NC corpus.5
For this evaluation, we first re-estimate our STM with topics of either k = 5 or k = 15. We
continue to include issue-number as a document level covariate, and also again select a final STM
model (for both k = 5 and k = 15) from a set of 50 STM models in each case.6 After estimating
these alternative-topic STMs, we extract the corresponding top 20 FREX words for each identified
topic, and qualitatively evaluate these topwords against those obtained from our main 10-topic
STM. For reference, we present our original 10-topic STM topword results in Table A.2 below.
The corresponding top 20 (FREX) wordstems for our 5 and 15 topic STMs are then presented
in Table A.1 and Table A.3. For these two alternative STMs, we find a high overall degree of consistency between the topics identified within our 5, 10, and 15-topic STMS. For instance, the five
topics identified by our 5-topic STM (moving from topic 1 to topic 5) appear to clearly correspond
to our 10-topic STM’s identified topics of Movement Identity, Legal Troubles, Ecotage Accounts,
Hunting, and Membership Drive. Similarly, our 15-topic STM appears to also have a high correspondence to the primary 10-topic STM results, with Hunting (Topic 9) Ecotage Accounts (Topic
2), (Non)Violent Resistance (Topic 15), Ecotage Instructions (Topic 5) Prisoner Support (Topic
6), Public Protest (Topic 14), Membership Drive (Topic 3), Movement Identity (Topic 1), Animal
Research (Topic 8) and Legal Troubles (Topic 12) all readily identifiable in Table A.3. Hence, our
5 Which,

as discussed earlier, is modeled using page-level documents.
these 50 separate models employ different starting parameter values to estimate distinct initializations
of each relevant STM, then choosing a best performing “final” STM for each k considered based on exclusivity and
semantic coherence statistics.
6 Where
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primary topics are relatively stable with respect to topic number choice.
However, further examination of the topwords in Tables A.1 and A.3 also suggests that the
use of 5, or 15, STM-topics for our 30-issue NC corpus may be less than optimal. For instance,
while the five topics identified by our 5-topic STM exhibit clear correspondences to several of our
10-topic STM’s topics, we also find that a number of the 5-topic model’s topword vectors exhibit
lower face validity. Topic 2 in Table A.1, for example, appears to correspond to Legal Troubles
but also includes words that contradict this interpretation (such as ‘gandhi,’ ‘monkey,’ and ‘hiv’).
The same could be said for Topic 4 in Table A.1, whose topwords appear to conflate hunting-based
discourse with information on prisoner support. At the same time, while the remaining topics
identified by the 5-topic STM appear to be relatively more coherent, one can note that these Table
A.1 topics nevertheless completely omit relevant thematic areas identified by similar past research
efforts (e.g., Braddock 2015, Almquist & Bagozzi 2019)—including topics related to protest tactics
and animal research/captivity. In light of these issues, the 5-topic STM appears to be especially
suboptimal to our primary 10-topic STM.
While the 15-topic STM better approximates our 10-topic STM results, it also produces higher
conceptual overlap in topics. Topics 2 and 10 in Table A.3 both appear to provide overlapping
accounts of ecotage and arson related tactics, with the latter topic also including words related to
international animal abuse and legal troubles (e.g., ‘pamplona,’ ‘birmingham,’ ‘sentenc,’ ‘englandsentenc’). Given that we still find a (now third) ecotage (instructions) topic (Topic 5), and a much
more coherent Legal Troubles topic (Topic 12) in Table A.3, it would hence appear that the 15
topic STM is now identifying an excessive number of overlapping ecotage/legal-troubles-type topics, relative to our 10-topic STM. The same could be said, to a degree, with regards to the multiple
(difficult to distinguish) topics related to Movement Identity in Table A.3, such as Topics 1 and 13.
On the other hand, it is potentially interesting to note that our 15-topic STM does not split apart
fur farm-oriented animal abuse (Topic 11) from that of animal research (Topic 8). Notwithstanding
this potential insight, the conceptual overlap discussed further above leads us to conclude that our
primary 10-topic STM offers us the most coherent and distinct set of estimated topics for the NC

23

corpus.
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Topic

Top 20 Words

think, easier, often, realli, rememb, simpli, might, gossip, talk, instanc, mind, thing, certain, risk, know, someon, answer, someth, person, feel

2

injunct, constitut, gene, terror, terrorist, tro, indict, plaintiff, hiv, juri, grand, violenc, contempt, amend, monkey, fbi, gandhi, usda, attorney, crimin

3

smash, slogan, glu, spraypaint, slash, etch, hmp, unclaim, bristol, butyr, dous, evacu, wight, recaptur, window, spong, paint, unreport, spray, fenc

4

trapper, lbe, ooe, lbc, bolivia, bullock, oow, cougar, aoc, aod, dol, ool, lhc, tbal, hid, kryptonit, faroes, ooi, pod, rider

5

adl, subscript, submiss, brochur, hawai, faxemail, fedor, cmu, postag, lindsay, paal, hotlin, marjori, seth, brooklyn, capolongo, prodirect, shayni, voicemail, aol

25

1

Figure A.1: Topwords for 5-Topic Structural Topic Model

Topic

Top 20 Words

Labels

26

1

trapper, whale, trap, dolphin, bolivia, lynx, hunt, land, ban, wildlif, hound, eleph, hunter, bison, foie, seal, shoot, hors, usda, bear

Hunting

2

slogan, glu, slash, etch, unclaim, butyr, spraypaint, smash, wight, paint, window, shop, spray, butcher, dbf, spong, mcdonald, truck, billboard, meat

Ecotage Accounts

3

violenc, band, nonviol, societi, achiev, violent, warrior, progress, revolutionari, reform, gandhi, resist, tactic, terrorist, abus, media, histori, true, geronimo, believ

(Non)Violent Resistance

4

cloth, sure, camera, thing, pick, leav, rememb, secur, tell, bag, type, tool, job, talk, look, know, quick, familiar, get, might

Ecotage Instructions

5

bullock, lhc, aod, lbe, tbe, hunger, tbc, oot, lockbox, chant, lhe, doi, acti, lbc, thal, riot, lime, wen, ill, ibey

Prisoner Support

6

brochur, neiman, cok, maci, boca, marcus, adl, soar, contact, student, dayton, aol, caft, outreach, literatur, tabl, chapter, rodeo, campus, arh

Public Protest

7

subscript, submiss, herein, studentlow, trench, url, directori, commentari, ingrid, interview, mangel, subtot, steer, subscrib, shadow, hayden, featur, phoneemail, donatpleas, lakeview

Membership Drive

8

cultur, improv, understand, goal, problem, audienc, fundament, often, behavior, social, oppress, solut, feel, chang, differ, gossip, obstructionist, popul, divers, acknowledg

Movement Identity

9

monkey, shed, gene, farmer, primat, genet, mice, rat, breeder, duck, pig, mink, laboratori, research, farm, cage, univers, hen, experiment, lab

Animal Research

10

subpoena, juri, fbi, grand, attorney, conspiraci, alleg, testifi, sentenc, agent, lawyer, indict, plead, judg, plaintiff, crimin, guilti, cooper, contempt, enterpris

Legal Troubles

Figure A.2: Topwords for 10-Topic Structural Topic Model

Topic

Top 20 Words

27

1

think, realli, feel, audienc, understand, eat, human, problem, everyth, someth, vegan, mayb, thing, listen, chang, children, thought, truli, love, moment

2

glu, slash, slogan, smash, paint, window, spraypaint, butyr, spray, shop, dbf, butcher, etch, red, billboard, meat, tire, communiqu, lock, acid

3

fax, paal, web, dayton, email, contact, brooklyn, prodirect, shayni, voicemail, adl, phemail, rmad, aol, outreach, rodeo, box, americapo, seta, wcin

4

bird, vote, duck, eleph, bolivia, foie, usda, gras, hegin, pigeon, hors, senat, lynx, timber, veterinari, club, bear, usf, salmon, shoot

5

cloth, wire, bag, glove, shoe, recon, trace, plastic, drill, concret, tool, lookout, fenc, dark, garden, hole, cutter, match, camera, pick

6

lhc, doi, tbc, lbc, oow, wilb, ooi, righl, luna, aboul, lheir, lhl, manh, rigbt, hich, rrom, actiist, hunl, olf, ooc

7

subscript, submiss, hls, herein, commentari, stephen, hlss, interview, hayden, harper, shac, shadow, steer, trench, featur, renew, subscrib, compromis, strengthen, grassroot

8

monkey, primat, hiv, mice, research, univers, drug, lab, medic, vivisector, laboratori, test, experiment, quintil, rat, experi, aid, vaccin, surgic, institut

9

whale, sab, saboteur, band, bison, hound, hunt, hunter, shepherd, boat, sea, yellowston, whaler, irish, buffalo, ronni, hunger, gypsi, patrol, barri

10

wight, remand, parkhurst, arson, hmp, manokwari, pamplona, birmingham, winson, bristol, prison, possess, hvhmp, parol, conspiraci, sentenc, explos, englandsentenc, pylon, incendiari

11

mink, farmer, trapper, pelt, farm, trap, retail, skin, fur, fox, breed, trade, breeder, chinchilla, finland, wild, ranch, declin, sale, percent

12

juri, fbi, grand, attorney, subpoena, judg, lawyer, agent, testifi, amend, cooper, contempt, court, plaintiff, prosecutor, harass, indict, bail, rico, enterpris

13

person, secur, type, someon, often, know, risk, may, good, sure, inform, can, trust, make, import, potenti, talk, give, want, simpli

14

entranc, protest, chant, banner, maci, arrest, polic, block, neiman, blockad, hour, crowd, arriv, demonstr, demo, marcus, march, antifur, picket, guard

15

violenc, oppress, nonviol, reform, movement, struggl, accept, revolutionari, achiev, strategi, violent, tactic, polit, gandhi, radic, social, progress, resist, engag, fundament

Figure A.3: Topwords for 15-Topic Structural Topic Model

Hence, based upon our qualitative topword comparisons, we believe that a 10-topic STM provides us with the most defensible, and interpretable, set of topics for the NC corpus. This determination is consistent with Roberts et al. (2014), in that our choice of topic number for the STM
has been guided by our theoretical understanding of the RALM, and our corresponding readings of
the topwords (and classified documents) for our 5, 10, and 15-topic STMs. This evidence notwithstanding, we next briefly review and compare a series of topic-based model fit diagnostics across
our 5, 10, and 15-topic STMs. Our comparisons in these regards can be interpreted as auxiliary
evidence for our model (i.e., topic number) selection choices. As noted in Roberts et al. (2014),
exclusivity measures how exclusive one’s topwords are to each topic based upon a word’s relative
probabilities of association across topics. Semantic coherence quantifies the relative co-occurrence
of our topics’ identified topwords across our corpus, thereby representing how internally consistent a topic is (Roberts et al. 2014). For the final (5, 10, and 15-topic) STMs reported above, we
calculate mean and median semantic coherence and exclusivity values across all k topics. These
values appear in in Table A.2 below.
Turning to Table A.2, we can first note for reference that larger positive values of either exclusivity or semantic coherence denote a more preferable model (i.e., based on distinctness or internal
consistency). Thus, Table A.2 clearly suggests that with regards to (mean or median) exclusivity,
our most preferred STM topic numbers are 15 > 10 > 5. By contrast, with regards to semantic
coherence, Table A.2 ranks the three topic numbers evaluated as 5 > 10 > 15. These results indicate that there is no topic number choice that consistently outperforms the alternatives evaluated
here. In this case, we contend that favoring a topic number of 10 is desirable, given that it strikes a
balance between semantic coherence and exclusivity, while never being ranked in last place along
either metric. While k = 10 also is never ranked first along exclusivity or semantic coherence, its
balance across both metrics along with our substantive comparisons implemented above provide
us with strong justification for favoring the 10-topic STM over the alternatives considered here.
Moreover, in the next section, we provide additional LDA-based model fit assessments that further
bolster our choice of 10 topics as being most representative of the NC corpus.
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Table A.2: Model Fit Comparisons for k = {10, 15, 20} STMs
Topic
Number
5
10
15

Mean
Exclusivity
8.41
9.07
9.35

Median
Exclusivity
8.40
9.08
9.42

Mean
Semantic Coherence
-24.92
-29.35
-37.64

Median
Semantic Coherence
-25.76
-29.40
-33.88

LDA Models
Here we reexamine our corpus with an alternative topic modeling approach: LDA (Blei et al.
2003). Doing so allows us to evaluate the robustness of our final identified topics (and choice
of topic number) to topic modeling choices and related assumptions. LDA, like the STM, is an
unsupervised topic model that allows one to uncover a set of representative topics for a corpus
of text. Also like the STM, LDA assumes that each document within one’s corpus contains a
mixture of multiple topics each with a characteristic set of words. However, unlike STM, LDA
does not assume that these underlying topics to be correlated with one another, and LDA does not
allow for the inclusion of “structural” (document-level) covariates as predictors. LDA provides
one with a representative set of topwords for each identified topic. These word vectors can be
interpreted in a similar manner to those discussed for our STM, though LDA does not structurally
associate these topics with (or condition the estimation of these topics upon) external covariates in
the same manner as the STM. Even so, given LDA’s widespread use, and because LDA is noted
for its similarities to STM (Roberts et al. 2014), we believe that examining LDA model results for
our NC corpus can offer further insight into (i) the stability of our final STM topics and (ii) the
credibility of our choice of 10 topics for our final STM model.
In this vein, we first estimate an LDA model on our full NC corpus with setting the number
of topics, k, to be equal to 10 (i.e., to the final topic choice from our STM analysis). We do so
while setting the LDA model’s α hyperparameter to the commonly assigned value of 0.1, and
while employing Gibbs sampling as our estimation routine. After estimation is complete, we use
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our LDA topics’ posterior probabilities of word assignment to identify the most highly associated
words with each LDA topic. Consistent with our primary approach, we specifically derive the most
highly associated words for each topic using frequency exclusivity scoring (FREX). This ensures
that our reported topwords correspond to the words that are both most frequently assigned to a
given topic and most exclusive in their assignment to that topic (Roberts et al. 2014). We report
these top FREX words for each of our 10 LDA-derived topics in Table A.4 below.
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Topic

Top 20 Words
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1

know, even, want, need, thing, think, peopl, chang, much, often, look, ever, find, differ, take, never, fact, howev, might, littl

2

judg, attorney, cop, subpoena, lawyer, juri, feloni, bail, told, grand, polic, refus, trespass, arriv, fbi, court, arrest, harass, cooper, trial

3

stephen, url, kingdom, hlss, hls, shac, sharehold, client, phoneemail, chiron, foreman, vander, ceo, norfolk, maker, sierra, reed, ccf, mangel, huntingdon

4

hiv, obstructionist, lhl, ama, gay, pole, anb, rhe, anj, flt, hac, hypothesi, mas, tur, hcr, lur, tne, cll, anq, hcir

5

usda, dolphin, lynx, whale, land, predat, trapper, hound, foie, crop, gene, iceland, failur, bolivia, european, salmon, maui, habitat, gras, usf

6

remand, hmp, wight, birmingham, suv, bristol, abattoir, parkhurst, jill, manokwari, oxfordshir, dealership, pamplona, parol, winson, explos, boot, coventri, fci, winchest

7

contact, neiman, marcus, student, maci, tour, cok, soar, literatur, coalit, campus, outreach, dayton, tabl, abolish, flyer, speaker, rodeo, caft, workshop

8

lbe, aod, doi, tbe, wbo, ooe, oot, lbc, lhe, tbc, ibey, thal, wen, bave, wilb, lhal, amd, oow, ibi, ooi

9

subscript, submiss, herein, commentari, shadow, hayden, steer, contributor, strengthen, renew, compromispo, donor, featur, studentlow, artwork, unifi, andrea, concis, zine, accur

10

window, smash, slogan, paint, glu, mink, shop, fenc, farmer, breed, spraypaint, shed, spray, batteri, farm, hen, wire, communiqu, broken, slash

Figure A.4: Topwords for 10-Topic LDA Model

We find in Table A.4 that the top 20 (FREX) words (and corresponding topics) obtained from
our 10-topic LDA model are very comparable to those identified within our primary STM analysis.
For example, LDA Topic 2, with its top five words of ‘judg,’ ‘attorney,’ ‘cop,’ ‘subpoena,’ and
‘lawyer’ clearly captures the Legal Troubles topic identified under our STM. LDA topic 5, with
topwords such as ‘usda,’ ‘trapper,’ ‘hound,’ ‘salmon’ likely corresponds to our STM’s Hunting
topic, whereas LDA topic 10 (top five words: ‘window,’ ‘smash,’ ‘slogan,’ ‘paint,’ ‘glu’) clearly
pertains to Ecotage Accounts. To a slightly lesser extent, Topic 1 also appears to match the more
abstract discussions related to Movement Identities, as discussed for our STM. These similarities
underscore the robustness of the topics identified within our STM analyses. At the same time, a
number of the remaining LDA topics appear less coherent relative to our STM results. For instance,
LDA topics 7 and 9 each appear to capture elements of the NC’s Membership Drive and networking
efforts, with Topic 7 also appearing to capture elements (or targets) of Public Protest. Topics 4 and
8 are difficult to interpret altogether although some topwords herein overlap with those identified
within our STM’s Prisoner Support topic. Topic 8, like the 15-topic STM, appears to be capturing
a range of different international RALM issues. Hence, LDA identifies a similar, but less coherent,
set of topwords and topics to our STM reference models.
Having established that LDA yields a relatively similar set of substantive NC topics to those
identified by our STMs (especially when k = 10), we next estimate a wider number of LDA topics
to evaluate whether LDA also similarly suggests that k = 10 is an optimal topic number for our NC
corpus. Here we note that LDA researchers have frequently used a number of summary quantities
to identify the optimal (in-sample or out-of-sample) number of latent LDA topics for a given set of
documents. The most common measure for the identification of an optimal number of LDA topics
is perplexity, where lower perplexity scores are more optimal (Blei et al. 2003). An LDA model’s
marginal loglikelihood, which is inversely related to an LDA model’s perplexity score, is a second
means of comparison for (topic number-oriented) LDA model selection routines (Grün & Hornik
2011, 28). We compare each of these LDA model fit statistics across several plausible choices of k
below.
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In the interest of stability, we use cross-validation to compare our LDA models’ perplexity
scores and marginal loglikelihoods at each k. Because our NC corpus is only of small to moderate
size, we favor four-fold cross-validation, which effectively leads us to randomly divided our corpus
into four folds of training and test data. For each fold of test data, the remaining documents in the
NC corpus are then used as training data. At each fold, we estimated a series of LDA models where
the number of topics, k, was sequentially set to k = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 100}, and then used
these “in sample” LDA models to initialize a validation LDA model using my corresponding test
sample. We then used the validation LDA model results to calculate perplexity and loglikelihood
measures at each k considered. These steps generate four sets of perplexity and loglikelihood
measures at each k considered. These are plotted in grey Figure A.5, and the mean values of our
perplexity and loglikelihood values are then calculated and overlayed in blue and red.
Similar to our STM discussions, figures A.5a-A.5b indicate that an optimal number of LDA
topics for the NC corpus lies between k = 10 to k = 20. Indeed, this is the general range for k that
yields the lowest and highest values for our perplexity and log-likelihood measures, respectively.
In order to guard against potential overfitting, we then follow extant applications of these metrics
(e.g., Barberá et al. 2014, Bagozzi 2015, Berliner et al. 2018) to identify a topic number at the lower
in of this scale, i.e. k = 10, as the optimal topic number in this case. To this end, one can observe
that the gains that one obtains in perplexity—and especially loglikelihood—from increasing k
beyond k = 10 are marginal to non-existent, especially relative to the gains in either obtained by
increasing k from 5 to 10. Thus, our LDA model fit cross-validation assessment provides a degree
of secondary support for our choice of a 10-topic STM within our primary analysis.
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Figure A.5: Model Selection
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Additional Measures of Topical Variation
We briefly consider here the aggregate variation in topical attention across our entire 30-issue
NC corpus. To do so, we use our documents’ assigned probabilities of topical assignment to identify the ‘highest probability topic’ for each document. We then classify each document according
to that topic, in an approach that follows past research (Grün & Hornik 2011, Wilkerson & Casas
2017), and plot the frequencies of documents (i.e., ’zine pages) that were classified into each topic
within Figure A.6. In this case, we find fairly similar levels of attention across all topics, which is
not always the case for topic models applied to corpora of social texts (e.g., Bagozzi 2015, Bagozzi
& Schrodt 2012). We can further observe in Figure A.6 that NC devotes more attention to networking and expanding its readership than to any other topic. Additional topics receiving high attention
within NC on the whole include coverage of RALM members’ Legal Troubles, discussions of the
movement’s (non)violent strategies, and Ecotage Instructions.
By contrast, we find relatively less attention devoted towards movement identity, to coverage
of (hunting or research-based) animal abuses, and to Ecotage Accounts. The relatively low levels
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of attention to Ecotage Accounts matches our own qualitative readings of these documents, where
the primary treatment of Ecotage Accounts is generally limited to very short summaries of ecotage
events within 3-4 page “Diary of Actions” sections in each NC issue—a reporting practice that
shifted to online mediums within the final 2-3 years of NC’s publication. The relatively low levels
of attention to discussions of Movement Identity—which corresponds to the least discussed topic
in the corpus overall—further underscore our earlier findings. Namely, this finding suggests that
wide ranging discussions of the RALM’s identity and agenda do not appear to feature prominently
within the NC corpus. Rather, the majority of NC discourse centers on topics pertaining to Ecotage
Tactics, (Non)violent Resistance, coverage of ongoing Legal Troubles, and networking efforts (via
Membership Drive).

Movement Identity
Hunting
Ecotage Accounts
Animal Research
Public Protest
Prisoner Support
Ecotage Instructions
(Non)Violent Resistance
Legal Troubles

120

100

80

60

40

20

0

Membership Drive

Figure A.6: Dominant Topic Frequency Across the NC Corpus
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STM Analysis of 2005-2006 Period
To evaluate whether the distinctions between (i) the topics we identified in our primary analysis and (ii) those identified by Johnston & Johnston (2017) and other recent scholarship (e.g.,
Pellow 2014, Braddock 2015) were arising due to the different time periods of focus, this section
estimates a auxiliary STM on only the NC years (and text documents) that overlap with Johnston
& Johnston’s own 2005-2015 period analysis. Given the end-date of 2006 for our NC corpus, this
leads to a far smaller sample size for STM analysis than that of our primary analysis, which in
this case specifically corresponds only to NC issues 26-30 (and a total of 199 page-length documents). After applying the full set of preprocessing steps described above to this 2005-2006 NC
subset—including sparse term removal—our fully preprocessed 2005-2006 NC corpus ultimately
contained 197 page-length documents and 4,191 unique terms. With this revised corpus in hand,
we then repeated our original STM analysis. Specifically, we re-estimated our 10-topic STM on
this corpus by first initializing 50 STMs, each with different starting parameter values. Using these
50 initializations, we selected an optimally performing STM from the exclusivity and semantic
coherence frontier. The results are presented in Figures A.7-A.8.
We begin by quantitatively comparing the themes of our latest (2005-2006) STM topics to
those obtained under our original (1996-2006) STM. For these qualitative comparisons, we rely
on our newly estimated STM’s top 20 FREX words (as reported in Figure A.7) and the most
highly associated documents for each corresponding STM topic. In comparing these outputs to
our original STM results, we find that Topic 1 in Figure A.7 exhibits notable similarities with our
original STM’s Ecotage Accounts topic. Here, for example, we can note Topic 1’s inclusion of
several topwords related to ecotage tactics and targets (e.g., ‘window,’ ‘store,’ ‘vehicle,’ ‘entranc,’
‘fur,’ ‘farm,’ ‘maci,’ ‘target,’ and ‘blokad’) and its inclusion of additional topwords related to
animal liberation-based actions (e.g., ‘mink,’ ‘cage,’ ‘rabbit’). Likewise, Topic 2 in Figure A.7
exhibits close thematic overlap with our original STM’s Ecotage Instructions topic, given topwords
for Topic 2 such as ‘fenc,’ ‘glove,’ ‘cloth,’ ‘wear,’ ‘wire,’ ‘avoid,’ ‘hair,’ ‘cell,’ and ‘trace’.
The overlap between Topic 3 in Figure A.7 and our main STM’s topics is less evident. To
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this end, we note that the most associated documents for Topic 3 frequently engage with topics
of surveillance. In some cases, these discussions of surveillance pertain to RALM activists’ own
undercover surveillance of various animal research or veterinary facilities. This is reinforced by
the topwords for this topic, which often hint at terms used to describe the digital surveillance of
abusive animal practices (e.g., ‘shot,’ ‘camera,’ and ‘footag’). However, other highly associated
documents for this topic instead critique rising government surveillance (in the U.S. or globally).
Topic 4 in Figure A.7 is reflective of the expanding international coverage of animal abuse and
related direct action events worldwide within later issues of NC. This can be seen in this topic’s
topwords of ‘postcard,’ ‘arson,’ ‘indonesia,’ ‘pamplona,’ ‘petersburg,’ ‘birmingham,’ and ‘papua.’
Many of the most highly associated documents for this topic also contain international addresses
of RALM prisoners, indicating that this topic also overlaps with our earlier Prisoner Support topic.
The fact that our 2005-2006 STM model identifies these international aspects more prominently
than did our original STM is anticipated, given that NC’s Diary of Actions, and related coverage,
increasingly shifted from being exclusively North American in focus to being increasingly global in
focus over its 30 issues of publication. In support of the findings reported by Johnston & Johnston
(2017), the latter focus may suggest a 2005-2006 increase in RALM efforts to more broadly combat
state power over humans, cultures, and societies (in addition to animals).
Topic 5 in Figure A.7 exhibits a degree of correspondence with our previously estimated Membership Drive topic, with many of the same top FREX words being shared across these two topics
(e.g., ‘submiss,’ ‘herein,’ and ‘featur’). Based upon its most associated documents, Topic 6 in
Figure A.7 closely parallels our original (Non)Violent Resistance topic. This can be further seen
in shared topwords across these two topics of ‘warrior,’ ‘resist,’ ‘believ.’ However, we can also
note that several other topwords in Topic 6 instead intersect with our earlier Movement Identity
topic, and with Johnston & Johnston (2017)’s broader uncovered themes intersecting with human
societies and cultures. Examples of such topwords in Figure A.7 include ‘moral,’ ‘cultur,’ ‘peopl,’
and ‘struggl.’ Next, and with topwords such as ‘hunt,’ ‘black,’ ‘bear,’ ‘ban,’ ‘saboteur,’ ‘beagl,’
‘fox,’ and ‘hound,’ Topic 7 oftentimes mirrors our previously identified Hunting topic. However,
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its remaining topwords (e.g., ‘court,’ ‘grand,’ ‘juri,’ and ‘coronado’) also suggest that this topic is
now additionally capturing broader aspects of RALM-related Legal Troubles.

Like Topic 3, Topic 8 is relatively unique to our 2005-2006 STM. Based upon its topwords,
Topic 8 appears to encompass advocacy or education campaigns (‘campaign,’ ‘subscript,’ ‘school,’
‘educ,’ ‘chang,’ ‘movement,’ and ‘legisl’) related to products or foods derived from animals or
animal testing (‘eat,’ ‘vegan,’ ‘huntingdon,’ ‘hls,’ and ‘industri’). The most associated documents
for Topic 8 reinforce this interpretation, in that they seek to expand radical activism in Italy, to
advocate for veganism more broadly, or to advocate for the targeting of veganism and vegetarian campaigns towards younger persons, specifically. Topic 9 in Figure A.7 overlaps with our
earlier-identified Animal Research topic, as evidenced by topwords such as ‘monkey,’ ‘primat,’
‘rat,’ ‘largest,’ ‘research,’ ‘psychology,’ and ‘iowa.’ Finally, and based upon its topwords and most
highly associated documents, Topic 10 primarily encompasses RALM-oriented contact information for various North American and global groups, alongside accounts of anti-whaling efforts.

In sum, the correspondence between our 2005-2006 topics and those of our full 1996-2006
STM is very close. This suggests that the distinctions that we’ve noted between our findings and
those of Johnston & Johnston (2017) are not wholly attributable to the temporal foci. In support
of Johnston & Johnston’s findings, we do find continued attention to topics related to concerns
for animals, humans, cultures, and societies more generally within Topic 6 of Figure A.7. The
fact that this Movement Identity-related content is now merged with our previously identified topic
of (Non)Violent Resistance may suggest that Movement Identity is an even less distinct theme
in 2005-2006 as during prior years. However, another interpretation for the 2005-2006 STM’s
merging of Movement Identity and (Non)Violent Resistance into a single dominant theme could
be that both topics coalesced by 2005/2006 into a singular guiding identity for the RALM. This
latter interpretation is supported by Topic 6’s ranking as the fourth most prominent topic within
the distribution plot in Figure A.8. Likewise, newly emerged topics related to surveillance and
vegan campaigns in Figure A.7 could be interpreted as intersecting more prominently with broader
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concerns for humans and societies.7
Nevertheless, we continue to find that a majority of our top 10 STM topics for the 2005-2006
period focus on the mistreatment of animals and tactical reactions to this mistreatment. To this
end, we can first note that our 2005-2006 period STM identifies at least five topics that are directly
related to these themes, with one again pertaining to ecotage accounts, another again pertaining to
ecotage instructions, a new topic intersecting with international ecotage accounts (and to an extent,
prisoner support), and two more topics detailing animal abuse concerns in laboratory or hunting
contexts. Secondarily, several of the remaining 2005-2006 period STM topics focus primarily
on RALM membership and dissemination efforts, or broader RALM and animal abuse-centric
concerns, as opposed to broader social justice concerns. These patterns are reflected in Figure
A.8, which suggests that the three most prominent STM topics fort the 2005-2006 period relate to
educational efforts, hunting, and ecotage accounts. As in our primary analysis, we also do not find
evidence of dominant themes related to capitalism critiques, indigenous movement solidarity, or
critical feminism within our 2005-2006 STM analysis. Taken together, these patterns suggest that
the RALM remained focused on animal abuse, ecotage, and (non)violence concerns during the
2005-2006 period, rather than shifting its focus noticeably towards issues of human oppression,
capitalism and inequality identified by Johnston & Johnston (2017).
The patterns summarized above suggest that the thematic differences between (i) our NCspecific topic model patterns and (ii) the results obtained from online sources by Johnston & Johnston (2017) are not attributable to temporal aspects alone. Future research in the RALM area
should continue explore the sources of divergence between our analysis and those of Johnston &
Johnston (2017). For instance, were the broader issue-foci identified within the latter analysis a
function of the online forums analyzed, and the corresponding broadening of viewpoints, actors, or
strategies that online mediums entail (Dimond et al. 2013, Castells 2015)? Or, is this recent broadening of the RALM’s discourse more reflective of an even more recently (i.e., post-2006) changing
nature of the animal rights movement itself (Marino & Mountain 2015, Vallery 1/8/2015)? We
7 Although

the most associated documents in these cases appear to be more directly centered on concern for the
RALM movement itself or animal wellbeing.
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look forward to future research that considers these questions, as well as to future applications of
the methods discussed above to additional (radical) social movements more generally.
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Topic

Top 20 Words

Labels

41

1

mink, fur, tur, tne, cage, window, store, crowbar, brown, entranc, knew, blockad, oper, vehicl, rabbit, lock, farm, summer, maci, target

Topic 1

2

oppress, fenc, glove, cloth, wear, wire, may, easili, leav, comput, avoid, loos, bodi, secur, etc, photo, type, hair, cell, trace

Topic 2

3

mike, got, jill, barri, shot, ask, camera, search, know, say, hunger, footag, think, wait, job, want, get, coventri, hold, short

Topic 3

4

remand, hmp, manokwari, sheridan, sergio, postcard, demmitt, arson, accus, indonesia, pamplona, petersburg, pylon, josh, usa, chris, birmingham, papua, silvestr, subtot

Topic 4

5

submiss, herein, compromis, issu, magazin, featur, john, grassroot, scare, fbi, steer, shadow, liberti, lindsay, alert, provis, inspir, intend, press, length

Topic 5

6

talk, resist, fear, realli, will, cultur, believ, warrior, struggl, peopl, thing, friend, moral, other, exampl, reason, hope, know, lie, pressur

Topic 6

7

hunt, bear, ban, saboteur, court, juri, fox, grand, hound, bill, croatia, black, judg, coronado, introduc, demonstr, cooper, kill, beagl, speech

Topic 7

8

subscript, school, enterpris, industri, campaign, compani, vegan, hls, differ, vlasak, eat, per, movement, chang, product, legisl, martosko, huntingdon, market, educ

Topic 8

9

monkey, duck, seal, fossey, silver, tho, primat, covanc, rat, bird, largest, research, iowa, babi, consum, rescu, psycholog, million, experi, aliv

Topic 9

10

directori, phoneemail, reykjavik, camill, harbor, weissman, web, angi, boxenglishtown, boxmartinez, christin, emilia, jerseyemail, listserv, njaranjaraorgweb, shayni, trench, ship, whale, leagu

Topic 10

Figure A.7: Topwords for 10-Topic Structural Topic Model for 2005-2006 Sample
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Figure A.8: Dominant Topic Frequency Across the NC Corpus for 2005-2006 Sample

Michigan Militia Corps Application
To illustrate the generalizability of our overall approach, this section applier our framework
to a second radical social movement: the Michigan Militia Corps during the 1996-1999 time period. Our focus on the Michigan Militia Corps provides an interesting point of comparison to our
main NC corpus and RALM findings. For one, the 1996-1999 time period of analysis for our
Michigan Militia Corps corpus ensures that this second radical movement case study has temporal
overlap with that of our main radical movement case of interest (the 1996-2006 RALM). Second,
the Michigan Militia Corps base of operations in the U.S. also ensures at least partial geographic
overlap with that of our primary RALM case. Third, the Michigan Militia Corps occupies a distinct
ideological position from that of the RALM, in that it is more so aligned with far right U.S. politics
rather than far left U.S. politics. Notwithstanding its distinct location on the political spectrum, the
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1990s Michigan Militia Corps exhibits similarities with the North American RALM in the scrutiny
that the former movement received by the U.S. government and media for its purported support of
terrorist tactics. This was especially the case following the 1995 Oklahoma City Bombing investigations. These aspects of distinctness and overlap enable us to make controlled comparisons of
our two radical social movement corpora and text analyses thereof, while also helping to demonstrate that our proposed methods can offer insights into a broader set (and spectrum) of radical
movements than was considered in our main paper.
The Michigan Militia Corps was primarily a U.S. citizen militia movement that operated in
Michigan from 1994-2000 through both local branches (i.e., Brigades, which operated within
region-based Divisions) and a multi-member state-wide leadership structure. Beginning in 2000,
the organization largely disbanded and fractured into a smaller set of independent movements, with
significantly reduced membership levels (Bradsher 4/30/2001).8 During its primary period of operation (i.e., 1994-2000), the Michigan Militia Corps was principally oriented around activities of
paramilitary training, preparedness, and education. Its ideology was firmly rooted in the preservation of purported local and individual freedoms, with the overarching goal of restoring “the [U.S.]
Federal and state governments to their historical, limited, and constitutional function,” in light
of what the Militia Corps perceived as excessive government infringement on individual liberties
(MMC n.d.). With regards to the latter contentions, the Michigan Militia Corps expressed at the
time that “[e]very year thousands of liberty-restraining regulations and laws are put into effect,
each one more limiting on the individual than the previous. We also believe that firearm ownership
was placed into the Federal and our Michigan constitution for a reason, not just hunting” before
going on to reemphasize their belief in freedom and governance from the “bottom up” (MMC n.d.).
Yet, others have classified the Michigan Militia movement as advocating more radical beliefs and
tactics, including terrorism (Ronczkowski 2007, 31), and several (alleged) movement members or
associates have been linked to terrorism, white-supremacy, anti-semitism, and/or armed clashes
with law enforcement officials (e.g., Desa & McCarthy 2009, Smith et al. 2006, 114)—most no8 The

Michigan Militia and Michigan Militia Corps have seen a state-wide resurgence in recent years, though we
treat this revitalized movement as a distinct entity to the focus of the present analysis.
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tably Oklahoma City bombers Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols (de la Garza & McRoberts
04/23/1995, Desa & McCarthy 2009, Covington 2010, 85).
To examine these claims in further detail, we apply our STM approach to a series of self
produced texts from the Michigan Militia. We specifically make use of an archived copy of the
Michigan Militia Corps 15th Brigade, 5th Division (Kent County) web site, which was active from
1995-1999.9 Of note, this site contains an archived corpus of now defunct self-produced texts
from the Michigan Militia Corps’ actual headquarters, which were disseminated electronically as
“Weekly Updates From the Headquarters of the Michigan Militia Corps.” Using this archive, we
have access to these Weekly Updates beginning with Volume 2, Issue 24 (March 7th, 1996) and
ending with Volume 6, Issue 21 (December 21st, 1999). Several Weekly Update issues encompassed multiple weeks, whereas other weeks during this time period saw no issues due either to
nonpublication or missing electronic text files, leading to a final corpus of 127 available issues.
Each of these available Weekly Update issues was archived in html or txt format, and typically
contains between 2-8 separate entries (i.e., multi-paragraph stories, often mirroring the length and
structure of print news reports) that relay or comment on topics of interest to the Michigan Militia
Corps and their anticipated readership.
We webscraped all 127 available Weekly Update issues and split individual issues at the entrylevel for automated analysis. In this case, we do not have page breaks for our individual Weekly
Update issues (or the story-entries therein), making story entry-level documents the most viable
alternative. Each of our resultant entry-documents is typically several to a dozen paragraphs in
length. However, note that in a very small number of cases, our resultant individual documents
correspond to shorter prompts or one sentence admonishments, given the structure and formatting
of some Weekly Updates. After splitting our Weekly Update sample into entry-level documents,
we applied a comparable set of preprocessing steps to those used for our main RALM corpus.
Specifically, we first removed all punctuation, numbers, floating letters, and stopwords. We then
converted all remaining terms to lower-case and stemmed each term where applicable. Finally, we
9 See

https://mmcw.neocities.org/.
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omitted sparse terms that did not appear in at least 1% of the entries contained in our final corpus,
and restructured our final sample into a document-term-matrix for analysis. These preprocessing steps created a corpus with 700 (entry-level) documents and 3,164 unique word-stems. Our
processed documents were then paired with a time-counter variable, which corresponded to each
document’s month of publication across the 1996-1999 period. Similar to our primary analyses,
we use this time counter variable as a prevalence-based covariate in our STM analysis.
We then estimated a comparable 10-topic STM to our main paper’s primary RALM model.
Herein, we again address multi-modality concerns by estimating 50 10-topic STMs on our full
Michigan Militia Corps corpus—each with different initialization parameters—and storing each
STMs’ topical exclusivity and semantic coherence metrics. We then choose a model run from
these 50 models that maximizes these semantic coherence and exclusivity metrics. Using these
final model-results, we again derive the top 20 wordstems that are identified as being most highly
associated with each of our 10 topics according to frequency exclusivity scoring metrics (FREX).
For these 10 estimated topics, we also read a sample of the documents that were most highly
associated with that topic in order to more fully interpret our topics’ underlying themes. Using
these qualitative assessments of our STM topics’ most associated documents and wordstems, we
assigned labels for each of our 10 Michigan Militia Corps topics. We report these final labels for
our 10 extracted topics—alongside each topic’s top FREX wordstems, and the topic’s reference
number—in Figure A.9.
Our Michigan Militia Corps STM topics are highly coherent and reveal a number of insights
about the discourse of the Michigan Militia Corps during the 1996-1999 time period. Topic 1
encompasses the relaying of news stories and summaries that seek to critique the U.S. education
system in terms of (e.g.,) the literature students are exposed to, the psychological programs used
within public schools, career awareness programs, and specific student assignments. Based on
these observations, and topwords such as ‘student,’ ‘school,’ ‘parent,’ ‘teacher,’ and ‘educ,’ we
accordingly label this Topic as Education. Our second topic contains a number of topwords related
to tobacco rights and health (e.g., ‘cigarett,’ ‘smoke,’ ‘smoker,’ ‘diseas,’ and ‘health’) or to broader
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health science themes (‘scientist,’ ‘scientif,’ ‘diseas,’ ‘ill,’ ‘genet,’ and ‘doctor’). Our review of this
Topic’s associated entry-level documents indicated that many of these entries express opposition to
the anti-smoking movement, by, e.g., relaying claims that 1990s anti-smoking legislation is reliant
on outdated science. We therefore label this topic as Health Science.
Topic 3 very clearly encompasses issues and concerns related to Economics with topwords such
as ‘economi,’ ‘tax,’ ‘invest,’ ‘budget,’ and ‘debt.’ A review of the documents that were highly associated with this topic suggests that Economics’ corresponding most associated entry-level documents pertain both to international economic concerns and national-level U.S. economic concerns.
Topic 4 is labeled National ID Concerns, and includes ‘card,’ ‘driver,’ ‘licens,’ ‘databas,’ ‘fingerprint,’ and ‘identifi’ among its topwords. Consideration of these topwords and National ID Concerns’s most associated entries reveals that this topic is concerned with privacy issues in relation to
identification (ID) cards (especially concerns over a National ID card, but also concerns over the
addition of features such as fingerprints to State IDs) and purported encroachment on U.S.-state or
individual rights by Federal Agencies (e.g., the Federal Communications Commission).
Topic 5 bears a notable degree of similarity with the Legal Troubles topic that we discussed
for our primary RALM corpus. For instance, and similar to NC’s Legal Troubles topic, Topic 5’s
topwords include terms such as ‘polic,’ ‘arrest,’ ‘court,’ ‘judge,’ ‘prosecut,’ and ‘handgun.’ Contextually, many of Legal Troubles’s most associated documents discuss the legal proceedings and aftermath surrounding the 1995 Oklahoma City Bombing—whose perpetrators, as mentioned above,
have been linked to the Michigan Militia movement. At the same time, a number of other highly associated documents with Legal Troubles appear to instead detail instances of police/judicial abuse
or bias, ostensibly to paint a picture of law enforcement (and U.S. government) overreach.
Topic 6, which we label Environmental Issues given that it exhibits topwords such as ‘wildlif,’
‘endang,’ ‘fish,’ ‘speci,’ ‘flood,’ ‘river,’ and ‘park.’ This topic is surprising in that it suggests that
environmental issues or concerns represent one of the top ten most dominant dimensions of the
Michigan Militia Corps’s discourse over this 1996-1999—a level of agenda prominence that has
not been reported within extant research on the Michigan Militia (e.g., Mariani 1998, Freilich et al.
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1999, Pitcavage 2001, Kelly & Villaire 2002). However, as one might expect, a close reading of
highly associated entry-level documents for this topic suggests that the Michigan Militia Corps’
environmental concerns are distinct from those of the RALM movement. Specifically, while the
Militia discourse clearly recognizes and emphasizes the existence of environmental problems (and
even at times emphasizes that these problems are growing more severe), many of Environmental
Issues’s associated entry-level documents suggest that the Michigan Militia is primarily concerned
with the threats posed by the U.S. Endangered Species Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and Global Warming legislation to themes such as (i) human wellbeing, (ii) private property rights, (iii) economic development, and (iv) farmers’ livelihoods. For example, one of this
topic’s associated entry-level documents argues that the Endangered Species Act has impeded the
ability of the U.S. government to save human lives in response to worsening floods. Other associated entry-level documents express opposition to perceived interference in Michigan environmental
concerns by international designations and organizations. The latter entries support Freilich et al.’s
contention of the U.S. militia movements’ core ideology being one that seeks to protect against
government encroachment upon personal rights involving environmental regulations,10 alongside
efforts to protect the U.S. and U.S. government against attempts to establish a global government.
Topic 7 is labeled Membership in Table A.9. Based upon its most associated documents
and topwords, this top appears to encompass efforts to expand the membership of the Michigan Militia Crops, and the associated readership of the Michigan Militia Corps Weekly Updates.
Much of these correspond to disseminations of (i) Michigan Militia Corps-related news (e.g., ‘updat,’ ‘stori,’ ‘commentari,’ ‘oklahoma,’ ‘bomb,’ and ‘editori’) and (ii) information associated with
Michigan Militia Corps-related events and media (‘michigan,’ ‘militia,’ ‘corp,’ ‘subscrib,’ ‘email,
and ’send’). This topic accordingly exhibits a notable degree of thematic overlap with our RALM
corpus’ Membership Drive topic. In addition, and given that many of the upcoming Michigan Militia Corps-related events that are discussed in this topic’s associated documents encompass public
protests, this topic also exhibits some thematic overlap with our RALM corpus’ Public Protest
10 Among

other personal or local rights such as gun rights.
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topic. For example, several highly associated entries call for attendance at—or provide coverage
of—the Michigan Militia’s protests over the raising of the United Nations (UN) flag at the Michigan state capital building in Lansing.
Topic 8 clearly relates to U.S. Foreign Policy concerns during this period—especially those
encompassing U.S.-China-Taiwan relations under the Clinton Presidency (e.g., ‘china,’ ‘chines,’
‘beij,’ and ‘taiwan’) and broader security concerns (e.g., ‘missil,’ ‘nuclear,’ ‘pentagon,’ ‘militari,’
‘intellig,’ ‘armi,’ ‘troop,’ ‘weapon,’ ‘defens,’ and ‘deploy”)—-including those relating to other potential threats Iraq (‘russian’ and ‘iraq’). A review of this topic’s associated documents suggests
that U.S. Foreign Policy is largely capturing general U.S. foreign policy related updates—especially
on issues related to security—alongside a number of entries that appear to more directly underscore
or insinuate that perceived U.S. antagonists such as China, Iraq, and Russia are gaining ground on
the U.S. militarily. Likewise, Topic 9, which we label Core U.S. Principles encompasses historical U.S. principles, rights, and documents (e.g., ‘republ,’ ‘sovereignti,’ ‘constitut,’ ‘power,’ and
‘jurisdict,’ ). The most associated entry-level documents for this topic indicate that these terms are
generally portrayed in a positive and/or nostalgic light, often in an effort to depict contemporary
U.S. politics as deficient in these core attributes. Hence, this topic exhibits a degree of conceptual
overlap with the Movement Identity topic discussed within our earlier RALM analysis.
Topic 10 represents discussions of more contemporary, national U.S. political issues and institutions (‘senat,’ ‘presid,’ ‘vote,’ ‘party,’ ‘house,’ and ‘impeach’) among both Republicans (‘republican,’ ‘gop,’ ‘dole,’ and ‘gingrich’) and Democrats (‘clinton,’ ‘democrat,’and ‘gore’). In reviewing
the most associated entry-level documents with this topic, we find that many correspond to attempts
to relay standard current event coverage of various political events to the Michigan Militia Corps’
readership, rather than editorials. However, we should note that among these entries, a great many
associated entry-level documents pertain to coverage of various ‘impeach’-ment related issues surrounding the Clinton Presidency.
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Topic

Top 20 Words

Labels
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1

school, student, educ, teacher, parent, teach, children, moral, homosexu, child, career, behavior, read, boy, learn, kid, famili, colleg, class, book

Education

2

smoke, diseas, warm, food, tobacco, studi, farmer, cigarett, scientist, smoker, plant, ill, eat, research, abort, restaur, genet, doctor, scientif, health

Health Science

3

tax, economi, taxpay, corpor, econom, budget, invest, bank, debt, fund, spend, money, revenu, capit, pay, gold, financi, deficit, market, cut

Economics

4

card, comput, telecommun, privaci, electron, licens, custom, databas, driver, system, fingerprint, identifi, surveil, access, identif, requir, internet, digit, inform, wiretap

National ID Concerns

5

judg, court, polic, arrest, justic, prosecut, lawsuit, lawyer, handgun, suprem, attorney, appeal, search, prosecutor, crimin, crime, bradi, judici, dealer, trial

Legal Troubles

6

park, alleg, speci, wildlif, list, document, manag, endang, fish, committe, flood, hill, mission, insight, gao, investig, servic, project, river, request

Environmental Issues

7

michigan, militia, updat, subscrib, corp, messag, bomb, stori, commentari, week, pleas, oklahoma, email, perspect, thank, editori, majordomlistscnsnet, send, evalu, xxx

Membership Drive

8

missil, chines, china, nuclear, pentagon, militari, weapon, beij, russia, iraq, taiwan, intellig, troop, deploy, defens, cia, russian, korea, armi, air

US Foreign Policy

9

constitut, sec, amend, sponsor, texa, section, treati, sovereignti, shall, declar, regul, power, jurisdict, foreign, republ, provis, titl, author, deleg, interst

Core US Principles

10

clinton, republican, impeach, dole, senat, presid, gore, vote, parti, hous, bill, gop, elect, democrat, gingrich, white, leader, speaker, voter, polit

National US Politics

Figure A.9: Topwords for 10-Topic STM Model of Michigan Militia Corps Newsletter Entries

Before considering the temporal variation of our identified topics, we briefly evaluate the distribution in topical attention across our entire collection of Michigan Militia Corps Weekly Updates.
We do so with the aid of our documents’ (i.e., Weekly Update entries’) estimated probabilities of
topical assignment, which allow us to identify the ‘highest probability topic’ for each document.
We use these to classify each entry-document according to its most associated topic and plot the
frequencies of documents (i.e., in this case Weekly Update entries) that were classified into each
of our 10 estimated topics in Figure A.10. Turning to this figure, that concerns related to Education policy, National U.S. Politics, and Economics tend to dominate the Michigan Militia Corps’
discourse. This is followed by an above average discussion of Legal Troubles, which is consistent with our RALM-based findings. By contrast, we see relatively less (entry-document level)
attention devoted to Environmental Issues, Membership Drive and National ID Concerns. The low
levels of attention towards the latter topic are perhaps understandable, given that U.S. National
ID initiatives received highly variable attention within U.S. politics and the U.S. media during the
1996-1999 time period more broadly.
Overall, the relative levels of topical attention in Figure A.10 suggest that the Michigan Militia
Corps’ Weekly Update publications are less focused on membership drive efforts, relative to the
RALM corpus, and are instead more so oriented towards providing updates on particular national
issues of concern within the domestic political sphere, U.S. Foreign Policy, or Legal Troubles.11
These patterns perhaps suggest that these Weekly Updates are less directed at core members of
the Michigan Militia movement than they are to sympathetic Michigan citizens. By contrast, our
primary STM topics and analyses suggested that the NC corpus more directly intended to speak to
core members of the RALM, rather than to sympathetic environmentalists more broadly.
However, as our above points about National ID Concerns imply, Figure A.10 also likely masks
a substantial amount of variation in topical attention over the 1996-1999 period of our Michigan
Militia Corps corpus. To obtain a better sense of the temporal variation in themes discussed within
the Michigan Militia Corps’ Weekly Updates, we next extract and plot the estimated prevalence of
11 Recall

that the latter topic largely encompassed coverage of the Oklahoma City Bombing aftermath, alongside
accounts of perceived police or justice system abuses across the U.S.
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our 10 estimated topics over time. To do so, we generate the estimated change in prevalence for
each Michigan Militia Corps topic according to the month of publication, which was included as
a prevalence covariate within our full Michigan Militia Corps STM. We then report the estimated
change in topical prevalence over time, for the entire time window of our Michigan Militia Corps
analysis within the time series plots in Figure A.11.

Environmental Issues
Membership Drive
National ID Concerns
Health Science
Core US Principles
US Foreign Policy
Legal Troubles
Economics
National US Politics

80

60

40

20

0

Education

Figure A.10: Dominant Topic Frequency Across Michigan Militia Corps Corpus

Two of our Michigan Militia Corps topics remain fairly stable over time in Figure A.11, albeit
with some variability therein. Specifically, Economics and Legal Troubles each appear fairly stable
throughout our 1996-1999 time series. However, we do find a small spike in attention to the Legal
Troubles topic from late-1997 and mid-1998. Given that at least some of the associated documents
with this topic appeared to be coverage of the Oklahoma City Bombing and its aftermath, this
spike may be in part the result of the completion of the trails and sentencing of the Oklahoma City
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Bombing’s perpetrators and conspirators.12
As alluded to above, National ID Concerns exhibits a fairly low and stable level of topical
prevalence from 1996 until late 1998, when we see a clear spike in attention to this topic (to the
point where estimates suggest that upwards of 20% of all content pertained to this topic in late 1998
and early 1999). An examination of the most highly associated entries for this topic suggest that
much of this spike in attention is likely attributable to President Bill Clinton’s May 1998 Executive
Order 13083 on Federalism, as well as its aftermath; wherein the Michigan Militia Corps appears
to be expressing concern that such developments will pave the way for a national ID law, and/or
will undermine U.S. state and local rights more generally. Our Environmental Issues topic similarly
exhibits higher volatility—and at times a level of attention that encompasses upwards of 15% of
all content—beginning in 1998. A review of the most associated documents for this topic suggests
that a confluence of factors may have led to this increased volatility, including reactions to wetlands
regulations that went into effect in 1996-1997 and increased efforts to remove the UN Biosphere
Reserve designation from Isle Royale National Park in early 1998.
Turning to the topics exhibiting more substantial temporal variation, we can observe in Figure
A.11 that attention to U.S. Foreign Policy exhibits a spike in early 1996 but then remains relatively
low (with estimates of 5% of all entries) during late 1996 and 1997. However, beginning in the
start of 1998, U.S. Foreign Policy then exhibits a marked increase, until it encompasses nearly
30% of all documents towards the end of our time series, based upon our estimates. Concurrently,
we also observe that National U.S. Politics initially exhibits high levels of Topical Attention (of
approximately 15%) but then continuously declines until mid-1997, before increasing during the
lead up to the impeachment trial of Bill Clinton, and then declining very sharply with the initiated
of the impeachment trial. The patterns for these two topics during the end of our time series
together suggest that the Michigan Militia Corps’ shifted its discourse from a focus on domestic
U.S. political concerns to international U.S. political concerns during the latter quarter of 1998
and thereafter. In these respects, the Militia Corps’ may have lost interest in extensively covering
12 Timothy

McVeigh was convicted and sentenced in mid-1997; whereas Terry Nichols and Michael Fortier were
each convicted and sentenced in mid-1998.
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Clinton-related scandals after his impeachment succeeded. Lastly, we see that discussions of Core
US Principles hover between an estimated 10-20% of all entries during 1996 and 1997, but then
decline thereafter, towards levels closer to 5%. The latter trend coincides with the conviction of
Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh, and is perhaps more broadly an indicator of fractures or
power shifts (and declining ideological momentum) within the Michigan Militia movement itself.
In sum, our analyses of the Michigan Militia Corps’ self-produced texts (1996-1999) indicates
that the Michigan Militia Corps at times exhibits similar discourses to the NC corpus analyzed
above. This is especially the case for the Michigan Militia’s emphasis on themes of protest, recruitment, legal troubles, and literature dissemination, which overlap conceptually with NC Topics
6-7 (Public Protest and Membership Drive) and 10 (Legal Troubles). At the same time, this second STM analysis also reveals a number of previously under-appreciated insights into the Michigan
Militia’s agenda, including evidence of the Michigan Militia Corps’ shifting of attention away from
domestic U.S. politics and towards international politics during the 1996-1999 period; and a surprising level of attention to environmental issues; albeit with a very different perspective than that
of the RALM. Notably, the latter (environmental) theme ranks among the top 10 most prominent
themes that we identified within our Michigan Militia Corps corpus, but has not extensive recognition in past studies of the Michigan Militia. Together these findings—obtained from a radical
social movement that occupies a dramatically different place on the socio-political spectrum to that
of the RALM—thereby help to demonstrate e the applicability of our proposed STM approach to
a broad range of radical movements.
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